Rosen Systems, Inc.
Zoom Media, LLC, BK Case #12-60378, 8.23.12 - Bidding starts Thursday, August 16, 2012 **Ends Thursday, August 23, 2012, beginning @ 10:00 AM (CDT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.</td>
<td><strong>15% BUYERS PREMIUM WILL BE APPLIED.</strong> Final payment to be in certified funds payable to Rosen Systems, Inc. Bidding will start on August 16th and close on August 23rd at 10:00 am (CDT) Inspection will be on Tuesday, August 21st, from 10 am until 3 pm Removal is Monday, August 27th, from 8 am until 4 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TRUCK LICENSE NO. B282504, F350 XL, AUTOMATIC, DIESEL, VIN #3FLKF37F6VMA42056, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>SATELLITE DISH, METAL, APPROXIMATELY 10.5' DIAMETER, IN CONCRETE FOUNDATION, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SATELLITE DISH, METAL, APPROXIMATELY 14 DIAMETER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>SATELLITE DISH, FIBERGLASS, APPROXIMATELY 14' DIAMETER, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SATELLITE DISH, METAL, APPROXIMATELY 11' DIAMETER, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>METAL BUILDING, located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>TOWER, APPROXIMATELY 100', located in Stephen, Arkansas, corner of Opal and Elm Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10' DIAMETER, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12' DIAMETER, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12' DIAMETER, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12' DIAMETER, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>METAL SCREEN SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12' DIAMETER, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>CLARK METAL PORTABLE BUILDING, ON BLOCKS WITH WINDOW A/C UNIT, S/N 106846, APPROXIMATELY 12' x 8', NO PLUMBING ATTACHED, ELECTRICITY ATTACHED, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>WOODEN OUTBUILDING WITH AC CUTOUT (NO A/C UNIT), ON BLOCKS, APPROXIMATELY 10' x 8', located in Beardon, Arkansas, NO PLUMBING OR ELECTRICAL ATTACHED, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>5-PARTIAL SPOOLS OF CABLE, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>APPROXIMATELY 120' ANTENNA, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>MOTOROLA DSR-4410 PRO SATELLITE RECEIVERS, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA TV MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 9220, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>POWER VU PROGRAM RECIEVER D9850, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>BLONDER TONGUE AM SERIES AGILE MODULATOR, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>HOLLAND MODEL NO. SAW, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR MODEL NO. 6330, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>DRACON 450 TLP TERRESTIAL CHANNEL PROCESSOR, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>DRAKE ESR 1240A EARTH STATION, located in Beardon, Arkansas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
27. PICO MACOM PCU55, located in Beardon, Arkansas
28. CATEL TM1400 TV MODULATOR, located in Beardon, Arkansas
30. PICO M600 CATV SERIES, located in Beardon, Arkansas
31. DRAKE SR 1240 DIRD VIDEOCIPHER, located in Beardon, Arkansas
32. THE WEATHER STAR JR, located in Beardon, Arkansas
33. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODEL NO. 6330, located in Beardon, Arkansas
34. MOTOROLA DSR 6100, located in Beardon, Arkansas
35. MOTOROLA DSR 4410, located in Beardon, Arkansas
36. EAGLE RR2001, located in Beardon, Arkansas
37. MOTOROLA DSR4402X, located in Beardon, Arkansas
38. CACO MODULAR 250, located in Beardon, Arkansas
39. MOTOROLA DSR 4530, located in Beardon, Arkansas
40. DRAKE VM2410 A VM, located in Beardon, Arkansas
41. DRAKE VM2410 A VM, located in Beardon, Arkansas
42. BLOUNDER TONGUE, located in Beardon, Arkansas
43. TURNER POWER VIEW D9850, located in Beardon, Arkansas
44. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODEL NO. 6330, located in Beardon, Arkansas
45. MOTOROLA DSR 4410, located in Beardon, Arkansas
46. PICO 600 CATV, located in Beardon, Arkansas
47. DSR 4410 MOTOROLA, located in Beardon, Arkansas
48. TURNER POWER VD9850, located in Beardon, Arkansas
49. UNIDEN CAT-30, located in Beardon, Arkansas
50. DRAKE VM2410A VM, located in Beardon, Arkansas
51. MOTOROLA DSR 4402X, located in Beardon, Arkansas
52. BLOUNDER TONGE CAMS 60, located in Beardon, Arkansas
53. MOTOROLA DSR 4410, located in Beardon, Arkansas
54. DRAKE VM2410A VM, located in Beardon, Arkansas
55. MOTOROLA, located in Beardon, Arkansas
56. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU DVB, located in Beardon, Arkansas
57. COMPUTER RACK, located in Beardon, Arkansas
58. COMPUTER RACK, located in Beardon, Arkansas
59. COMPUTER RACK AND WIRE SHELF, located in Beardon, Arkansas
60. LOT OF COMPONENTS INCLUDING DRAKE FSR1245, MOTOROLA DSR 4500X, STANDARD AGILE IRD-SC, MODEL NO. MT630, located in Beardon, Arkansas
70. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, METAL, SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATLEY 9' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
71. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, METAL, SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATLEY 9' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
72. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, METAL, SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATLEY 9' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
73. SMALL METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 4' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
74. LARGE METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 17' DIAMETER, BOLTED INTO CONCRETE, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
75. ANTENNA TOWER, APPROXIMATELY 50' TALL, WITH 8' EXTENSION, LOCATED ON OTHER SIDE OF BUILDING, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)
76. (2) SMALL SPOOLS OF ALUMINUM CONDUIT, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

77. SMALL CHANNEL MASTER FIBERGLASS SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 4' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

78. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, METAL, SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATLEY 9' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

79. (2) LADDERS, (1) 14' AND (1) 14" EXTENSION FIBERGLASS, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

80. 1998 FORD F250XL, 5.8 V-8 ENGINE, ODOMETER READS 204,683, VIN #1FDNF20L3XEB25626, NO KEYS, CONDITION UNKNOWN, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

81. APPROXIMATELY 7 SPOOLS OF CABLE, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

82. 2001 FORD F150XL, CAB AND FRAME, DOES NOT RUN, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

83. APPROXIMATELY 14 SMALL RESIDENTIAL STYLE DISHES, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

84. SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, METAL, SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 9' DIAMETER, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

85. 15 COMPUTER RACKS, 6'4" X 20" WIDE, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

86. ALUMINUM SIDED OUT BUILDING, ON BLOCKS, PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL NOT ATTACHED, 8' x 10', located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

87. ALUMINUM BUILDING, 8' x 10', ELECTRICAL CONNECTION, NO PLUMBING, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

88. ALUMINUM BUILDING, 8' x 10', PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL NOT ATTACHED, PLUS CONTENTS, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

89. CONTENTS OF OFFICE BUILDING, located at 1657 US 270, Sheridan, Arkansas (corner of US270 & Grant 74)

90. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

91. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROX 10' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

92. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROX 10' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

93. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROX 10' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

94. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROX 10' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

95. METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROX 10' DIAMETER, located in Marksville, LA

96. SMALL PLASTIC SATELLITE DISH, located in Marksville, LA

97. ANTENNA TOWER, APPROXIMATELY

98. (3) SMALL SPOOLS OF CABLE, (1) LARGER SPOOL OF CABLE (OUTDOORS), located in Marksville, LA

99. CABLE LOCATER, located in Marksville, LA

100. (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6630, located in Marksville, LA

101. (7) PICO MACOM PCM55 SAW, (1) BLANDER TONGUE MAVM, located in Marksville, LA

102. (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR NO. 6630, located in Marksville, LA

103. (2) POWER VA D9850 RECEIVERS, (1) PICO M600 MODULATOR, (1) SA RECEIVER NO. 9640, located in Marksville, LA

104. (1) RACK FRAME INCLUDING: (2) DSR-4410 AND (1) DSR-6000 MOTOROLA'S, (1) MODULATOR #9220, (1) DSM-170 MODULATOR, (1) HOLLAND HM-55, (1) DRAKE ESR1260 IRD, located in Marksville, LA

105. WEATHER STAR 4000, located in Marksville, LA

106. (1) DX MODULATOR, (2) POWER VA D9850, (1) GENERAL INSTRUMENTS DSR4400, (1) MOTOROLA DSR 4410, (3) PICO M600'S, (1) UNIDEN CAT30, located in Marksville, LA

107. (1) RACK FRAME INCLUDING: (1) MOTOROLA DSR440, (2) DSR4530, (1) DSR-6100, (1) DSR-4410, located in Marksville, LA
118. (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located in Marksville, LA
119. (4) PICO M600 AV MODULATOR, (1) SAWTRE M7000, (1) BLANDER TONGUE AGILE MODULATOR, located in Marksville, LA
120. (3) POWER VU D9850, located in Marksville, LA
121. (1) RACK FRAME INCLUDING: (1) DSR-6000, (1) DSR-6100, (2) DSR-4402X, (2) DSR-4410 MOTOROLA BRAND, located in Marksville, LA
122. (3) POWER VA D9850, (1) CSR, located in Marksville, LA
123. (1) MOTOROLA DSR-6000, (1) DSR-6100, (2) DSR-4402X, (2) DSR-4410 MOTOROLA BRAND, located in Marksville, LA
124. (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR NO. 6330, located in Marksville, LA
125. (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 9220, (1) SA 6330, (1) PDI MIGHTY MOD, located in Marksville, LA
126. (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located in Marksville, LA
127. (2) PICO M600 ARM, (1) SAWTR, (2) M900A, (1) UNIDEN CAT-30, 90 O TM-3000, (1) SA MODULATOR #9260, located in Marksville, LA
128. (3) POWER VAC #0 9850, (1) SA RECEIVER #9650, (1) SA POWER VU CSR, located in Marksville, LA
129. (1) MOTOROLA DSR4402X, (2) MOTOROLA DSR4530, (3) POWER VU D9850, (1) LOUDER TONGUE, INCLUDING RACK FRAME, located23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
130. (2) COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
131. (1) THE WEATHER STAR JR AND AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
132. (2) COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
133. (1) RACK FRAME WITH GENERAL INSTRUMENTS VCRS TV DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
134. (5) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 RECEIVER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
135. (3) POWER VA RECEIVER D9850, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
136. (1) UNIDEN CAT-30, (1) ISS MODULATOR GL-2610 XT, (1) DRAKE VM 2410A, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
137. (1) MOTOROLA DSR-6000, (1) DSR-6100, (2) DSR-4402X, (2) DSR-4410 MOTOROLA BRAND, located in Marksville, LA
138. (3) POWER VU D9850, located in Marksville, LA
139. (1) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
140. (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
141. (1) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
142. (2) COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
143. (1) THE WEATHER STAR JR AND AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
144. (1) MOTOROLA DSR-6000, (1) DSR-6100, (2) DSR-4402X, (2) DSR-4410 MOTOROLA BRAND, located in Marksville, LA
145. (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS, MODEL NO. 6330, located in Marksville, LA
146. (1) RACK FRAME INCLUDING: (2) DRAKE HCP 2550 CHANNEL PROCESSOR, (1) SA RECEIVER MODEL NO. 9640, (1) POWER VU D9850, (1) DRAKE ESR 1240, (2) PICO M600, (1) ISS MODULATOR #2610 XT, (1) SA MODULATOR NO. 6330, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
147. (1) POWER VU D9860 RECEIVER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
148. (2) COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
149. (1) THE WEATHER STAR JR AND AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
150. (2) COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
151. (1) THE WEATHER STAR JR AND AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
152. (1) RACK FRAME WITH GENERAL INSTRUMENTS VCRS TV DESCRAMBLER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
153. (5) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 RECEIVER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
154. (3) POWER VA RECEIVER D9850, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
155. (1) UNIDEN CAT-30, (1) ISS MODULATOR GL-2610 XT, (1) DRAKE VM 2410A, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
156. (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4400X, (2) DSR-4410, (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4402X, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
157. (1) PICO M600, (1) DRAKE VM 2410A, (1) AGILE MODULATOR NO. 9260, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
158. (1) SA MODULATOR NO. 9220, (1) DRAKE VM 2410A, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA
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160. (1) POWER VU 09850 WITH RACK FRAME, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

161. (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4402X, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

162. (1) BLONDER TONGUE CAMS-60, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

163. (1) SA POWER VU CSR, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

164. (2) SA MODULATORS NO. 6330, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

165. (2) MOTOROLA DSR4500X, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

166. (3) GENERAL INSTRUMENT MPEG2 RECEIVER, (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4500X, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

167. (1) LG AIR CONDITIONER WINDOW TYPE UNIT, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

168. LOT OF COAXIAL CABLE THROUGHTOUT BUILDING, INCLUDING METAL PARTS BOX, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

169. ANTENNA TOWER, APPROXIMATELY 100’, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

170. FIBERGLASS DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

171. METAL DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

172. FIBERGLASS DISH APPROXIMATELY 10’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

173. METAL DISH APPROXIMATELY 10’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

174. METAL DISH, APPROXIMATELY 8’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

175. METAL DISH, APPROXIMATELY 12’ DIAMETER, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

176. OUTBUILDING 16’ X 12’ ON CONCRETE FOUNDATION, located at 23228 Hwy 371 North (left side, before Hwy 2), Cotton Valley, LA

177. (1) TOWER APPROXIMATELY 120’ HIGH, (RELAY SHED WITH (1) MODULATOR, CURRENTLY BEING USED BY REACH BROADBAND), located in Troupe, LA (behind DQ, access thru backyard of home)

178. (1) TOWER APPROXIMATELY 100’ HIGH, located at 515 East Longview, Arp, LA

180. 18 SPOOLS OF T6 T77-FE BLACK, INCLUDES 5 UNOPENED BOXES, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

181. WORKBENCH WITH ASSORTED TOOLS AND TOOL BELTS, ASSORTED PARTS, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

182. 28’ EXTENSION LADDER

183. HP LASERJET 5si COPIER (CONDITION UNKNOWN), located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

184. ONI RESTOPAK, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

185. CUBICLES, DISASSEMBLED, APPEARS TO MAKE 5-DESKTOPS, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

186. BROTHER HC-22700W WIRELESS COPIER, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

187. BROTHER HC-22700W WIRELESS COPIER, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

188. HP OFFICEJET PRO8500A, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

189. (4) ROLLING OFFICE CHAIRS, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

190. (2) WOODEN DESKS, (1) TABLE, (2) BOOKCASES, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

191. 28’ EXTENSION LADDER, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX

192. (3) WHITE BOARDS, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
213. 7' WERNER FOLDING LADDER, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
214. (9) CISCO PHONE HANDSETS, MODEL NO. SPA504G, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
215. LOT OF OFFICE SUPPLIES, INCLUDING 2-VACUUMS, PRINTERS, DESK CAMP, PAPER PRODUCTS, LAMP DECORATIONS, STAPLER, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
216. HP MINI LAPTOP WITH WINDOWS 7, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
217. OFFICE DESK WITH CHAIR, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
218. (1) DELL OPTIPLEX GX520, (1) DELL INSPIRON 560, WITH (1) ACER FLAT SCREEN MONITOR, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
219. OFFICE DESK WITH 4-DRAWER LATERAL FILE CABINET, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
220. SHARP COLO TV, 26" SCREEN, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
221. DELL OPTIPLEX GX520 COMPUTER WITH DELL FLAT SCREEN MONITOR AND KEYBOARD, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
222. 3-CUBICLE SETUP, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
223. ASUS COMPUTER WITH DELL FLAT SCREEN MONITOR AND KEYBOARD, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
224. CAMPAQ PRESARIO LAPTOP, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
225. ASUS COMPUTER WITH DELL FLAT SCREEN MONITOR, MOUSE AND KEYBOARD, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
226. 2011 CHEVY SILVERADO, ODOMETER READS 31,118, VIN #1GCNCPEX4BZ402484, WITH TOOL BOXES, AUTOMATIC, TAGS EXPIRED 6/12, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
227. 2011 CHEVY SILVERADO, ODOMETER READS 45,084, VIN #1GCNCPEX5BZ397618, WITH TOOLBOXES, AUTOMATIC, TAGS EXPIRED 6/12, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
228. FALCON 16' TANDEM AXLE TRAILER, 2460 LB CAPACITY, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
229. PEPSI VENDING MACHINE, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
230. 2005 FORD F150 TRUCK XL, VIN #1FTRF1225NB65987, ODOMETER READS 238,535 WITH SHELL, LADDER AND CONTENTS, TAGS EXPIRED 6/12, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
231. 2002 FORD F150, VIN #1FTRF17W13KB21294, MILEAGE UNKNOWN, DEAD BATTERY, AUTOMATIC, WITH SHELL, located at 17371 Highway 155 S, Noonday (Flint), TX
250. SATELITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 13 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
251. SATELITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
252. SATELITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
253. SATELITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
254. SATELITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 13 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
255. 12 x 14 PORTABLE BUILDING ON PIERS, HAS ELECTRICAL HOOK-UP (ACTIVE), Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
256. BROADCAST TOWER APPROXIMATELY 120 ft, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
257. AC UNIT OUTSIDE, (1) CARRIER AC SYSTEM MDL. FA4ANF18, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
258. LOT OF ASSORTED TUNERS AND MODULATORS FOR PARTS, (1) HP FAX/COPIER, (2) METAL FOLDING CHAIRS, (2) CORK BOARDS, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
259. LOT OF COAXIAL CABLE, ALC INTERIOR CABLE UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
260. (2) TV MONITORS, (1) USD TV HDTV RECEIVER, (2) GENERAL INSTRUMENT TUNERS, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
261. (3) ZENITH HDTV RECEIVER AND HDV420, (5) MOTOROLA DSR4410 RECEIVERS, (1) DSR4530 RECEIVER, (1) DSR-44024 RECEIVER, (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATORS MDL. 9220, (1) SAWTRE M9000A, (1) AGILE NTSC MODULATOR, (1) PICO M600, (1) PICO PCM55 SAW, (3) POWER VU TUNERS #D9850, (1) RACK FRAME, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX
262. RACK FRAME INCLUDING (2) MOTOROLA DSR-6100 RECEIVERS, (3) SA MODULATOR #9220, (3) SA MODULATOR #6330, (5) POWER VU TUNERS #D9850, (2) SA RECEIVERS #9650, (2) PICO M600 VIDEOO
MODULATORS, (1) AGILE IRD VIDEO CIPHER, (1) CYBER POWER BACKUP, (1) BLONDER TONGUE CAMS-60U, (1) SATRE M9000A, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

263. (1) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA VIDEO CIPHER, (1) ZENITH HDTVR HDV420, (1) SAWTRE M9000A, (1) BLONDER TONGUE AM SERIES AGILE MODULATOR, (1) DRAKE VM2410A, (1) SA RECEIVER #9650, (1) SAA MODULATOR #6340, (1) SAA MODULATOR #9220, (1) PICO M600, (2) MOTOROLA DSR-6000, (2) MOTOROLA DSR-4410, (2) POWER VU RECEIVER #D9850 AND RACK FRAME, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

264. RACK FRAME WITH ANTER LASER LINK II, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

265. (2) RACK FRAMES INCLUDING (2) ETHERNET POWER SWITCH, (1) CATALYST 2950, (1) CISCO 2600, (1) ALPHA CFR2500, (1) APC SMART-UPS, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

266. (2) MOTOROLA DSR-4410 RECEIVERS, (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4402X, (1) MOTOROLA DSR-4530, (1) MOTOROLA DSR-6000, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

267. (1) WEATHER STAR JR., (1) WEATHER STAR AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

268. (3) SMALL SATELLITE DISHES, 3 ft DIA., Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

269. RACK FRAME INCLUDING (3) PCM55 SAW, (2) PICO M600, (2) BTSU ENCODER MDL. 6380A, (3) SA MODULATOR MDL. 6350, (1) SA RECEIVER MDL. 9650, (1) HOLLAND MDL. SAWM, (1) SAWTRE P8000A, (1) QTR-3000, (4) DIGITAL STREAM DTV, Located at 4702 CR off FM 279, Ben Wheeler, TX

270. LOT OF ASSORTED SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA CONTROL MODULES, MOSTLY FOR PARTS, Located in Emory TX

271. LOT OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT AND MOTOROL TUNERS, APPROXIMATELY (80), Located in Emory TX

272. LOT OF ASSORTED TUNERS, MODULATORS AND MODULES WITH REPAIR TAGS, Located in Emory TX

273. LOT OF ASSORTED GENERAL INSTRUMENT AND MOTOROLA TUNERS, MODULATORS AND (1) HP COPIER (OUT OF ORDER), APPROXIMATELY (150) TUNERS, Located in Emory TX

274. (3) SPOOLS OF CABLE, Located in Emory TX

275. (1) METAL DESK WITH METAL FOLDING CHAIR AND PRINTER TABLE, Located in Emory TX

276. (1) NOBILIS COMPUTER TOWER WITH CRT MONITOR AND KEYBOARD, Located in Emory TX

277. CONTENTS OF BACKROOM INCLUDING TUNERS, MODULES, SMALL DISHES, SHELVING AND COMPUTER RACK FRAME, Located in Emory TX

278. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located in Emory TX

279. (1) FIBERGLASS DISH APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located in Emory TX

280. (1) METAL SCREEN DISH APPROXIMATELY 9 ft DIA., Located in Emory TX

281. (1) FIBERGLASS DISH APPROXIMATELY 8 ft DIA., Located in Emory TX

282. (1) BROADCAST TOWER APPROXIMATELY 150 ft TALL, Located in Emory TX

283. (1) BRICK BUILDING WITH PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL ON CEMENT FOUNDATION, Located in Emory TX

300. COMPUTER RACK FRAME INCLUDING (4) ABMX SERVERS, Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

301. (2) COMPUTER RACKS WITH BACK DOOR INCLUDING (4) GENERAL INSTRUMENTS IRT 1000’S, (1) OM 1000, MPRG RECEIVER, (1) CENTRE COM FH712SW, (2) C8U-C GENERAL INSTRUMENT, (1) CRT MONITOR, (1) HP VECTRA SERVER, Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

302. LOT OF ASSORTED TUNERS, MODULATORS IN CLOSET OUTSIDE OF MAIN BUILDING, APPROXIMATELY (21) PIECES, Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

303. (1) BROADCAST TOWER, APPROXIMATELY 120 ft TALL, Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

304. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 13 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

305. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 13 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

306. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 16 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

307. (1) PLASTIC SMALL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 4 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

308. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 16 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

309. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 10 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

310. (1) METAL SATELLITE DISH, APPROXIMATELY 11 ft DIA., Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX

311. (1) SMALL PLASTIC DISH, Located at 8880 FM 751, Quinlan TX
320. (1) BROADCAST TOWER, APPROXIMATELY 80 ft, (1) SMALL ROLL OF CABLE, (INSIDE BUILDING), Located in Leonard TX, (ACROSS FROM DOLLAR GENERAL, NEXT TO LEONARD ANIMAL CLINIC)

321. (1) OUT BUILDING 12 X 16 ON CONCRETE FOUNDATION HAS ELECTRIC RUNNING TO BUILDING, (DISHES AND EQUIPMENT MISSING, LOCKS BUSTED ON DOOR), Located in Leonard TX, (ACROSS FROM DOLLAR GENERAL, NEXT TO LEONARD ANIMAL CLINIC)

400. BUILDING, 12'X12' EQUIPMENT REMOVED EXCEPT FRIGIDAIRE AIR CONDITIONER, UNABLE TO SECURED DOOR, NO FENCE AROUND BUILDING, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

401. SATELLITE DISH, 30 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

402. SATELLITE DISH, 12 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

403. SATELLITE DISH, 12 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

404. SATELLITE DISH, 12 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

405. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

406. SATELLITE DISH, 12 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

407. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, TRUCK IN BACKGROUND NOT INCLUDED, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

408. APPROXIMATELY 75 FOOT STEAL ANTENNA TOWER WITH 5 ANTENNAS, LOCATED IN CUBA, AL

415. METAL AND CEMENT BLOCK BUILDING, 8' X 12', LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

416. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (3) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSORS, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU HEADEND SATELLITE RECEIVERS, CAT100R SATELLITE RECEIVER, (13) COMPONENTS TOTAL, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

417. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, MEG2 DIGITAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

418. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (2) MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, AGILE MOULATOR MODEL 9260, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

419. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, VM 2410A VIDEO MODULATOR, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9262, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

420. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

421. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

422. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

423. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

424. SATELLITE DISH, 10 FEET DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

425. APPROXIMATELY 75 FOOT STEAL ANTENNA TOWER WITH 3 ANTENNAS, LOCATED IN PENNINGTON, AL

430. WOOD BUILDING 12' X 12' INCLUDES 17 INCH TV, COMFORT AIR WINDOW UNIT, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

431. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: WEATHER STAR UNIT S/N 206660, (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, MOTOROLA DSR4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA CHANNEL MODULATOR MODEL 416, (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

432. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9640, STANDARD AGILE-IRD VIDEOCIPHER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, GENERAL INSTRUMENT SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

433. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, CATEL TV MODULATOR TM 2400, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE MODEL 861 AUDIO/VIDEO MODULATOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (3) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) TV CHANNEL MODULATOR MODEL 416, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, STANDARD TVM 450 AUDIO MODULE, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

434. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, BLONDER
TONGUE MODEL 861 AUDIO/VIDEO MODULATOR, GENERAL INSTRUMENT MODULATOR FAM 300, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, OTM 3000 CHANNEL SELECT, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

LOT OF APPROXIMATELY 31 DIFFERENT ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS/UNITS AS SHOWN, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 36 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN PINE HILL, AL

WOOD BUILDING 12' X 12', INCLUDES ONE FRIGIDAIRE AC UNIT, 1 RCA 19 INCH TV, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA VIDEOCIPHER RECEIVER MODEL 9655, WEATHER STAR JR S/N 100259, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA RECEIVER MODEL 9650, VM 2410 VIDEO MODULATOR, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9650, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 6340, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR MODEL 9220, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 2410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, OTM 3000 CHANNEL SELECT, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU DUAL DECRYPT PROGRAM RECEIVER, STANDARD TVM 450 BTSC STELIER GENERATOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVER D9850, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 9220, MOTOROLA DSR 4420X PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 9260, (2) BLONDER TONGUE VIDEOCIPHER, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (2) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD HEADEND COMBINED/SPLITER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA RECEIVER SERIES 9600, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVERS, (3) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA RECEIVER SERIES 9600, (4) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVERS, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, STANDARD AGILE-IRD-VIDEOCIPHER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD HEADEND COMBINER/SPLITER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AS SHOWN, CONDITION UNKNOWN, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL
SATELLITE DISH 36 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

STEAL ANTENNA TOWER APPROXIMATELY 20 FOOT, LOCATED IN THOMASTON, AL

WOOD BUILDING 12' X 12', AIR CONDITIONER MISSING, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL RECEIVER, (4) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (4) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, (2) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD HEADEND COMBINER/SPLITTER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA RECEIVER MODEL 9650, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4420Y PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVERS D9850, (2) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, WEATHER STAR JR S/N 101564, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AS SHOWN, CONDITION UNKNOWN, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 36 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

STEAL APPROXIMATELY 75 FOOT TALL ANTENNA TOWER WITH 4 ANTENNAS EQUIPPED WITH STEEL LADDER, LOCATED IN ORRIVILLE, AL

WOOD BUILDING 12' X 12' WITH AIR CONDITIONER UNIT, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) OTM 3000 CHANNEL SELECT, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU COMMERCIAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE CAM 60 CHANNELIZED AGILE MODULATOR, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD VIDEO DESCRAMBLER SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4402X PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, BLONDER TONGUE CAMS 60A CHANNELIZED AGILE MODULATOR, BLONDER TONGUE IRD INTEGRATED RCV DESCRAMBLER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU DV3 HEADEND SATELLITE RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9250, BLONDER TONGUE AGILE MODULATOR, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER (TUNER) OTM30000, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER (RAINBOW), SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (4) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, STANDARD AGILE-IRD-II VIDEO CIPHER, BLONDER TONGUE AM SERIES AGILE MODULATOR, DRAKE VM2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9852 DUAL DECRYPT RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (7) OTM 3000 CHANNEL SELECT, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT MPEG2 SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4402X PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR MODEL 63503, DRAKE VM2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR MODEL 63503, DRAKE VM2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, (7)
GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

495. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 28 UNITS AS SHOWN: (4) VIDEOCIPHER II PLUS, GALAXIE DECODER, CLR 750 CRYSTAL SYNTHESIS SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4500 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (3) OTM 3000, BLONDER TONGUE CMS 60 CHANNELIZED AGILE MODULATOR, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

496. WOOD OFFICE DESK, 19 INCH PHILCO TV, 6 FOOD POWER STIPS AS SHOWN, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

497. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

498. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

499. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

500. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

501. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

502. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

503. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

504. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

505. STEEL 75 FOOT ANTENNA TOWER WITH 8 ANTENNAS, INCLUDE PARTIAL ROLL OF COAXLE CABLE, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

506. SATELLITE DISH, 36 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN JASPER, AL

511. WOOD BUILDING 12' X 12' WITH WHIRLPOOL AC UNIT WINDOW MOUNTED, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

512. TWO (2) ROLLS OF 1000', 18 AWG COPPER CLAD STEAL COMMUNICATION CABLE, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

513. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD HEADEND DUPLEX FILTER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9650 PROGRAM RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE CMS 608 CHANNELIZED AGILE MODULATOR, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVERS, OTM 3000, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

514. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (8) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4402 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) BLONDER TONGUE AM SERIES AGILE MODULATOR, (2) DRAKE PSM 121 POWER SUPPLY, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

515. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: STANDARD AGILE-IRD-I VIDEOCIPHER, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4500X DIGICIPHER PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MPEG2 DIGITAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

516. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9852 PROGRAM RECEIVER, (2) STANDARD AGILE-32C/K, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM 2410 VIDEO MODULATOR, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM 2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

517. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, OTM 3000, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU COMMERCIAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, BLONDER TONGUE IRD 6185 INTEGRATED RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE AGILE MODULATOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9650 PROGRAM RECEIVER, WEATHER STAR ALERT, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 6335, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODEL 51450-VCII SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVER 9640 9276, OTM 3000, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

518. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, OTM 3000, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU COMMERCIAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, BLONDER TONGUE IRD 6185 INTEGRATED RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE AGILE MODULATOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9650 PROGRAM RECEIVER, WEATHER STAR ALERT, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR 6335, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODEL 51450-VCII SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU PROGRAM RECEIVER 9640 9276, OTM 3000, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

519. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: OTM 3000, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, DX ANTENNA TV MODULATOR MODEL 9260, DX ANTENNA TV MODULATOR DSM 170, MOTOROLSA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, STANDARD TVM 450, MOTOROLA DSR 4400 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, BELL COMPUTER WITH SCREEN AND KEYBOARD, (3) MONITORS, (1) BAY OF MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS AS SHOWN, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

520. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, METAL, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

521. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, METAL, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

522. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, METAL, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

523. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, METAL, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

524. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL
525. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

526. 75 FOOT TOWER, LOCATED IN NAUVOO, AL

530. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (8) GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD PROCESSOR, SAMSUNG HDTV TURNER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, STANDARD TVM 450 CMA60 MONAURAL AUDIO MODULE, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

531. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU COMMERCIAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM 2450A VIDEO MODULATOR, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9852 DUAL PROGRAM RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, (2) AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, OTM 3000, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD HEADEND COMBINER/SPLITTER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

532. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, STANDARD AGILE IRA-J VIDEOCIPHER-RS, PILO M45 MODULATOR CHANNEL C, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, STANDARD TVM 450 CMA60 AUDIO MODULE, MOTOROLA DSR 4530 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD VIDEO SATELLITE RECEIVER, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA PROGRAM RECEIVER MODEL 9650, MS COM VCRS COMMERCIAL VIDEOCIPHER II TV DESCRAMBLER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

533. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: GENERAL INSTRUMENT MODEL 5412 SATELLITE RECEIVER, (3) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA MODULATOR MODEL 6340, WEATHER STAR JR AUDIO WEATHER ALERT, WEATHER STAR JR CONTROL BOARD S/N 205546, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9650 PROGRAM RECEIVER, ANTEC IMAGES RECEIVER 4200, MOTOROLA DSR 4410 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, DRAKE VM 2410A VIDEO MODULATOR, STANDARD TV< 450 CMA60 AUDIO MODULE, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4402X PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, BLONDER TONGUE AM SERIES AGILE MODULATOR, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

534. EQUIPMENT BAY, CONSISTING OF: (2) MOTOROLA DSR 6000 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 6100 PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, MOTOROLA DSR 4402X PROFESSIONAL SATELLITE RECEIVER, OTM 3000, (5) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9850 PROGRAM RECEIVER, GENERAL INSTRUMENT JERROLD MODULATOR, (2) SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AGILE MODULATOR MODEL 9260, BLONDER TONGUE CAMS 60 CHANNELIZED AGILE MODULATOR, DRAKE PC 16 PASSIVE COMBINER, DRAKE VM 2450B VIDEO MODULATOR, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA POWER VU D9650 PROGRAM RECEIVER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

535. SATELLITE DISH 36 INCH BY 26 INCH, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

536. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

537. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

538. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

539. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

540. SATELLITE DISH 12 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL

541. SATELLITE DISH 10 FOOT IN DIAMETER, LOCATED IN ARLEY, AL